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A guide to untaming yourself on a quest to discover your inner Sidhe nature, your ElvenHeart, for
wholeness, healing, and awakening• Explores who the Sidhe are and shares close encounters
with them in our modern world• Invites you to discover your ElvenHeart by journeying through
the four portals of the StoneAnchor, the FlowDancer, the FireDreamer, and the WindSinger•
Offers gifts in the form of simple exercises to bring you into contact with your magical kin and
rewild yourselfAwaken to your closest kin, the Sidhe (pronounced “Shee”), and let them inspire
you to rediscover your gentle, wild, innermost nature, your ElvenHeart. Also known as the Faery
People or the Good Neighbors, the Sidhe are not just figments of human imagination. They are
reaching out to us, encouraging a reunion with humanity, and inviting us to partner with them in
restoring wholeness to the world. As they reveal, serving Gaia or healing the Earth from the
present crisis is not a convenience--it is a necessity.Offering an experiential guide to
reconnecting with the Sidhe and our inner ElvenHeart, Søren Hauge explores who the Sidhe
are, how both humanity and the Sidhe emerged from a common ancestor, and how their
untamed nature and deep wisdom bears significance for an aspect of our inner being that has
gone to sleep. While the Sidhe did not enter the physical dimension as deeply as we did, they
are real beings, very close to us, and different from angels, devas, and nature spirits. Søren
introduces his own Sidhe contact, Fjeldur, and shares close encounters others have had with
these beings in our modern world. He also takes you on a journey of rewilding through four
portals--the StoneAnchor, the FlowDancer, the FireDreamer, and the WindSinger--to discover
the treasure of your ElvenHeart at the core of your being. In the course of this, Søren offers gifts
in the form of simple exercises that help bring you into contact with your magical kin and your
inner Sidhe nature.Through this wild quest, the journey of untaming yourself, you will connect
with your Sidhe partners, unfold their inner gifts in your own being, and rediscover the forgotten
land of innocent wildness and gentle power within you.



Dedicated to The SidheAnd to the Gentle Wildness in you and meFINDING YOUR
ELVENHEART“As our world struggles to recognize and respect the many cultural colors that
make up the rainbow family of humanity, distant relatives living beyond the veil await our
acceptance and embrace. The ethereal reality and ancient lore of the Sidhe community is
magically brought alive in this compelling book by Søren Hauge. Through firsthand intimate
experiences, he invites us to open our hearts and honor this hitherto hidden and subtle realm as
part of the wholeness we call Gaia. Søren’s profoundly moving book is an interdimensional
portal that cultivates a greater appreciation of the One Life, celebrates the richness of our
Human-Elven heritage and shared destiny, and sounds a wild call for communion and
cooperation—leaving a warm glow of joyful expectancy in the reader’s heart.”— MICHAEL
LINDFIELD, president of Meditation Mount in Ojai, California, and international consultant and
coach“Søren Hauge teaches us to connect to our inner and outer wild in a way that is immensely
life-affirming and joyous. Finding Your ElvenHeart is a practical, deep dive into working with the
Sidhe. It is also a wonderful resource for anyone who is seeking to deepen their connection to
themselves, to divine flow, and to the natural world.”— MARY MUELLER SHUTAN, author of
The Spiritual Awakening Guide and Working with Kundalini“You can only write a book like this if
you have done a lot of soulful living. That means turning over a lot of stones, having some of
them fall on your head—or your heart—and along the way finding some that are pure gold. As an
author, Søren shares all that and more on his journey deep into the mysteries of the ElvenHeart.
You’ll know if you are called. We are in the midst of a renaissance, a returning to an awareness of
ancient earthly wisdom, and Søren is on the forefront of this urgent remembering. As a
courageous guide he is making a path we all can learn from. This book is both inspiring and
practical—I was deeply moved.”— CARL AUSTIN HYATT, fine art photographer, shamanic
workshop leader, and facilitator of corporate leadership retreats“Finding Your ElvenHeart is truly
visionary. It invites readers to connect not just with the Sidhe but with a future of true wholeness
—both individual and collective. In the course of the book, Søren makes clear that the separation
between humans and the Sidhe reflects a deeper separation from our own capacity for joy, for
aliveness, and ultimately from aspects of our true selves. But the joy and wonder of this book is
that working with the Sidhe becomes a path to the greater aliveness that we forgot.”— THOMAS
MILLER, Co-creative Spirituality conference director, Findhorn FoundationCONTENTSTitle
PageDedicationEpigraphForewordIntroductionPART ONE. THE SIDHEChapter 1. The Hidden
PeopleA Conversation between Two SidheAt the Outer HeadlandFjeldurA Planetary
PresenceThe Irish ConnectionNot Angels, Devas, or Nature SpiritsGuardians of the PortalsGIFT
Heaven—Earth—HeartDancers in the LandSingers of Living ImaginationThe Card Deck of the
SidheGIFT The New CallChapter 2. Close EncountersWhy Engage?A Healthy ApproachThe
Room, the Activity, and the ContactMeeting Our RelativesWhen the Stone Barrow OpenedWith
Bluish Skin and Heads Shaped Like a StarUnexpected Contacts and Rainbows in the
HeartSangvia in the AirThe Green FriendPortal Connections“You Are Already There”“At the
Iconic, Irish Faery Fort”“Our Contact Is Non-Verbal”Time for MergingA Rich and Diverse



PeopleThe Chief and Lady GlenfireSidhe Presence through Touch DrawingA Faun EmergesThe
Sidhe Assembly at Grianan of AileachGIFT Open House InvitationPART TWO. THE WILD
QUESTChapter 3. The Gentle WildnessBack into the WildGIFT Do Something
AimlessUntaming YouGIFT See the Wildness in a FaceYour Life-TriskelionGIFT Three
StepsSeated Peacefully in the WindGIFT Follow the WindThe Four JewelsChapter 4. Seeking
the ElvenHeartSearching for HeartlandThe BeginningLending an EarLife Is Wild—But What
about You?The LossEarly AwakeningReclaim the SweetnessFour Portals to Your
ElvenHeartGIFT The Non-ExerciseChapter 5. The StoneAnchorStanding StoneChildhood
StoneBreak or BreatheEarthquakedRebuilding from the GroundThe Rock of PresenceIn Your
LandGIFT Simply StandChapter 6. The FlowDancerFlow or No-GoThere Will Be
PerformersPrimal RitualInviting the UnknownGIFT Breathe with GentlenessChapter 7. The
FireDreamerYou Can Never Figure It OutImagination Is RealAllow!How I Discovered “What
If ...”Fiery HopeGIFT RenewalChapter 8. The WindSingerOut of the Noisy ChaosThe Sound of
YouThe Noble Art of ListeningA Call That Was HeardDeep ResonanceDare!GIFT Song of
Freedom, Heart, and JoyChapter 9. Right HereRewilding Your NatureFragile
AbundanceRestoring the Villain-EgoPauseGIFT Wind-ShowerDeeply ConnectedYou Untamed—
Inspire!AfterglowIllustration CreditsSelected Literature and WebsitesGratitudeAlso of Interest
from Findhorn PressAbout the AuthorAbout Inner Traditions • Bear & CompanyBooks of Related
InterestCopyright & Permissions“For we who ride the winds, run on the waves, and dance upon
the mountains, are more light than dewdrops on the banners of the dawn.”William Butler
yeatsThe Land of Heart’s Desire“And all I thought of heaven before, I find in earth below: A
sunlight in the hidden core to dim the noonday glow.”George William russell (AE)A New
WorldFOREWORDBy David SpanglerI have had the pleasure of knowing Søren Hauge for many
years and have enjoyed the privilege of calling him my friend. I have viewed him as an
outstanding and innovative spiritual teacher. Yet, in spite of our friendship, our paths rarely
crossed. His work was in Europe, mine in the United States; he was busy developing SoulFlow,
and I was busy helping develop Incarnational Spirituality. We each had our spheres of operation
and work, united in our desire to see a more harmonious world emerge but separated by
distance and different responsibilities.This was changed by the Sidhe. Whether these spiritual
cousins of humanity set out to do so, I have no idea, but in unexpected ways, the Sidhe entered
both of our lives and the result has been a delightful and mutually beneficial convergence of our
work and our paths.I knew of the Sidhe both from Celtic lore and from the pioneering work of my
friend, John Matthews, whose book, The Sidhe, is a classic in this area and a beginning point for
many of us. But I was not seeking to contact these beings and frankly, gave them little thought
until one day, out of the blue, one of them appeared to me and said we had work to do together.
The result was the Card Deck of the Sidhe, co-created with my Lorian colleague, Jeremy Berg.
This was a set of cards presented to us by the Sidhe as a tool people could use to contact them
and form alliances of service on behalf of the earth.At this point, the Sidhe became an important
part of my life, and I was amazed and affirmed to discover that the same had been happening on



the other side of the world to my friend, Søren. We were simultaneously having different yet
complementary experiences with these beings. As a consequence, where our work had been
different, we now found ourselves sharing a common project of helping the Sidhe make their
presence known once more to modern society as they seek to help humanity at a time of
planetary crisis and change.This book arises out of this project, and I am honored to write this
foreword.ElvenHeart approaches the Sidhe from two important directions. On the one hand, it
offers a deep look at the history and lore surrounding these beings. Drawing on his own rich
experiences and on the insights and experiences of many others whose lives have intersected
with the Sidhe, Søren helps us understand just who these beings are and why their presence is
important to us and to our world.The other gift this book offers is to encourage and guide us to
finding the spirit of the Sidhe within ourselves. This is not just a mystical or metaphysical quest.
The Sidhe call themselves our spiritual cousins and announce themselves as a branch of
humanity that did not take the plunge into physical incarnation in the way we did. In effect, we are
one species that split eons ago to occupy two different dimensions of the earth, each a
complement to the other. We share a common spiritual ancestry, which means that just as the
chemistry of the ancient seas out of which we physically emerged is present in our blood, so the
qualities and magic of the Sidhe are present in us as well as part of our spiritual heritage.
Awakening to this Sidhe-humanity within us in order to discover the joyful and rich—Søren would
say, “wild”—wholeness of who we are is the second important theme of this book.Søren
addresses both these themes—the nature of the Sidhe and the nature of the Sidhe within us—
with humor, compassion, and wisdom. He is forthright and down-to-earth, truly a practical mystic
interested not in lofty spiritual ideals but in how we can help heal and bless our world through
engagement with the Sidhe-half of our humanity. He is interested in actions, both inner and
outer, and this book rings with the possibilities of what can be achieved as we open to our
“ElvenHeart”.For this is the vitally important subtext of all Søren is doing and writing as a teacher
and an emissary for the Sidhe: our earth is facing a moment of destiny when we will determine if
we will continue as an evolving and thriving species or if we will lose all we have gained in the
throes of a world turned practically uninhabitable as a result of selfish and short-sighted actions.
We are faced with the choice of learning to be whole beings participating in the wholeness of a
living and interconnected world or of continuing with our fragmentation and separation and
seeing all our hopes for the future dashed.The Sidhe are re-emerging in our time both to warn us
and, most importantly, to partner with us in a reclamation of our ancient wholeness—a
wholeness desperately needed if we are to be healers of the world and of ourselves. Many
people around the world are being contacted and are heeding this message, opening to their
own ElvenHearts in their own way and thus being pioneers of hope.Søren’s book is an
affirmation of this hope and a guide to finding our wild and creative wholeness. It is another step
along the way to a deeper understanding of both the Sidhe and of ourselves, another step in
bringing into being a new earth that is a blessing to all life.David Spangler is a spiritual
philosopher, educator, and writer. The co-founder and spiritual director of the Lorian Association,



David is passionate about Incarnational Spirituality. His books include Holding Wholeness in a
Challenging World and Working with Subtle Energies, and the Card Deck of the Sidhe (with
Jeremy Berg).INTRODUCTIONShowing a new pathway can be a challenging task as you must
confront the status quo and prepare yourself to be met with skepticism, and disputed with all
kinds of questions. When I started teaching Theosophy in Denmark more than 35 years ago, I
was met by strange questions by people full of doubts. Relatively basic topics like reincarnation,
near-death-experiences, auras or meditation were met with many and often strange objections
from people who were interested, and at the same time full of reservation. Today mainstream
mentality has opened to many of these themes and mindfulness and holistic interests have
become widespread in culture and society in many places around the world. Even the existence
of angels, or whatever they are called around the globe, has become widely accepted across
cultures and nations.In many ways, writing about the Sidhe is a new frontier, and there is the risk
of being ridiculed and seriously questioned. Even the name itself may be difficult to use, as it is
not pronounced as it is written. The word Sidhe is Irish Gaelic and pronounced “she”. There are
quite a few books about the Sidhe already, and as a matter of fact, it is not even a new theme as
they have been described for ages in different cultures. In Ireland, Sidhe is a well-known word.
Nevertheless, this important topic, and what it implies, has not caught the attention of wider
circles yet. I am convinced this will soon change and one day become mainstream knowledge
like Mindfulness.This Book Has a Dual PurposeFirst, it answers the question: Who are the
Sidhe? Why is it relevant and important that we learn about them, and how can we engage in a
relationship with these beings? To me it is equivalent to asking a European why it should be
relevant to know about an African or an Indonesian, and why we should connect with people
from these areas. Add to the equation that there is a doubt if the Sidhe do exist at all, and why
they are not just superstition or fiction, inventions of the subconscious or wishful thinking, and
we are right at the crux of the task. My answer is, the Sidhe does not stop to exist simply
because we doubt about them, and it is important that we are willing to be open to their
existence.Secondly, it takes the whole thing much further by stating that we Humans and the
Sidhe have a shared past, and because of this we have something crucial in common. As we
have come apart, we have developed differently, and each of us hold a clue to something
important for the other. So, a possible encounter can become a beginning, not only for a kind of
family union across borders, but also for an adventure of unlocking and unfolding our inner,
forgotten nature. We humans hold a forgotten Sidhe-seed within us, and the Sidhe hold a
neglected Human-seed within them.If you can accept that this physical world or dimension is
only a limited part of a grand scale of realms or dimensions in the larger reality, and that we all
originate from a Divine source of all creation, you should be able to follow this book from start to
end—and hopefully become inspired and ignited with something wonderful. The existence of
subtle worlds is part of the greater ecology of Gaia or the Earth, and the Sidhe are part of it just
like Angels and Nature Spirits and other beings, including Humans that are not incarnated now.
We are all part of the greater ecology—physically and more subtle.This book unfolds what the



Sidhe are and how we relate to them. At the same time, it invites you on a journey to start
unfolding your inner Sidhe nature in order to become a more whole human being. It is a most
wonderful adventure and exploration. It is ancient and yet very new. In my own personal life it has
had a tremendous influence on how I approach each day, and in recent years it has affected my
way of living, my attitude towards myself and others, how I work and how I look at life in ways
great and small. As it has been transformative to myself, I have witnessed how it has created
similar reactions in other people. Working with the Sidhe and with our own inner Sidhe nature
has practical consequences.I want to share the essence of this with you. The first part of this
book, “The Sidhe”, introduces the hidden people, and I share not only my own, but also other
people’s personal experiences of the Sidhe and their own inner Sidhe nature. From there the
second part, “The Wild Quest”, invites you on a personal journey to start unfolding your inner
Sidhe nature—all the way to your ElvenHeart. In this part I share from my own life and how I have
felt the influence of engaging with this multilayered and dynamic field. I am convinced that you
can become deeply inspired and ignited, not only to a new way of action and engagement with
the world around you, but also to a new approach to your very being and essence. Even though
there will be many things that are related to numerous contemporary approaches to spirituality, I
am certain that there is real and reliable innovation at hand in all that this approach implies and
leads to—and I am excited to share it with you. So, let’s engage!Søren HaugeKisserup, Lejre,
Denmark 2020PART ONETHE SIDHESomething wonderful awaits us.It is in the outskirts of our
memory,And closer to us than we ever thought.A family reunion is at hand.It is highly disturbing
to the status quo,Yet, dear to our very core.You are invited!1THE HIDDEN PEOPLEA
Conversation between Two SidheTwo Sidhe sit together in their world, having a conversation
about the wonders of life. Their speech is more like a song than speech, but they communicate
in their ordinary way while they exchange matters of interest in their own humming style. One of
the Sidhe is a tall, slender and graceful male with pointed ears and wild hair, almost like a fan
around his head. He is very young and eager, and he is disturbed by the fact that lately his world
has been shaken—it clearly has disturbed him. The other Sidhe obviously belongs to the Elders
amongst them. He has lived for a long time and experienced earlier times and many places full
of wonder. Now they sit together at a flowing river, surrounded by rainbow-colored birds dancing
in the light from the bright green fields of grass.“Do you believe in humans?”, the young and
excited Sidhe asks with a slightly strained look that does not seem to be his natural disposition.
He is worried for that which has interrupted his world and the question is very much on his mind.
He emanates great skepticism, but he also seems to be slightly haunted by the question.The old
Sidhe looks at the young one with a scrutinizing glance engaged in the past, the present and the
future at the same time. With a deep, peaceful voice his singing returns to the young Sidhe: “We
are called the Sidhe and not without reason. We are dancers in the gentle, wild wind, and it is
our nature not to become too fixed and rigorous. Therefore, be open my young friend of the wind.
Yes, humans do exist. You often sense them as dark shadows passing by or as dense, rigid
spheres. They are somewhat at our size, but they do look very heavy and dense.”The young



Sidhe looks with disbelief at the Elder: “You can’t be serious? The gloomy shadows you describe
are lifeless echoes from something long gone. What should our business be with them? I have a
hard time believing that you really mean this.”The old Sidhe smiles whimsically: “You have kept
these dark orbs too much at a distance—and you know it is not our nature to distance anything.
Try to take a look with me right now. There is a group of them right there.”The young Sidhe
stares, slightly scared and with some disgust at the solid lumps that move along at the edge of
the Sidhe realm like some kind of zombies or spooky echoes. Nevertheless, he chose to
continue observing them, unlike what he normally does. Time goes and he doesn’t think
anything happens. His facial expression shifts between determination, slight discomfort and a
flickering change as he attempts to overcome his tendency to resist. “They seem almost lifeless
and they emanate a rather monotone noise.”“Yes,” the old Sidhe answers, “but look deeper,
connect with the presence behind the shell, almost as if you look into a dense thicket.”The young
Sidhe continues to stare, almost as if it is a riddle he must solve, or a trick needing to be
revealed. His eyes quiver and he remains perplexed as he senses the loud noise surrounding
the tedious, disturbing lumps. Never has he looked so much at the dried, dark tubers, and he is
on the brink of giving up when he suddenly detects that inside the heavy, messy wilderness
there is something. First, he senses it as a weak clearing that comes and goes, but finally he
gets a glimpse of a flickering light far, far inside the murky thicket. He is struck by surprise and
his eyes light up in confusion and disbelief. “You are right. There is something in there! What on
Earth is it?!”The old Sidhe breaks out in a big, warm smile: “It is the flame of hope and it is very
special as it grows when you stay with it. The flame is a light from the forgotten human heart, and
NOW you know why we are a bunch amongst us who have initiated a completely new journey
into unknown territory. We simply KNOW that here something is hiding and waiting to be met.
Humans do exist and they are our ancient relatives. You probably know the ancient legends
about our forgotten Hallows and the magic that disappeared from the world above us, and our
touch of melancholy. Humans are NOT just myth and humbug. They exist and they live—but their
light is imprisoned in the thicket of cynicism and the darkness of isolation.”The young Sidhe
looks with big eyes of disbelief at the old one: “So what then? Are WE really going to save them?
Are you serious? Would it not be better to leave them on their own so they can find their way and
wake up? I mean, they can’t handle us!”The old one waits for a while and when silence has
become penetrating, he continues in a quiet tone: “Some of the wise amongst us who have been
here for a long time, have discovered that we actually need something from our human relatives,
just like they can benefit from contact with us. We originate from the same root and the myths
about our separation are not just fiction. It is a great and wondrous journey towards a new future
where we can find each other again in some way or another. My dear young friend, the thing is
that many like you doubt that the humans exist. So, why should any good things come out of a
journey towards an unknown place? They believe that such a thing would be futile. You have just
discovered the flame of hope in the seemingly lifeless humans, and you can actually embark on
this journey if you want. We need young blood. We call the adventure towards the new future



‘The Journey to The Forgotten Land’. Think about it and if you want to participate, let me know.
You are welcome. I mean, come with us, if you cannot resist it. The traveling company towards
The Forgotten Land bids you welcome if you are ready for the adventure. Humans are real—they
live—and we have very valuable things to discover and to share with each other. The future has
a new possible course and it seems the timing is now more than ever before.”At the Outer
HeadlandI lead a Sidhe-workshop in the city of Aarhus in Denmark and as there is an uneven
number of participants during exercises, I have stepped in as partner for one of the participants.
We make a guided imaginary journey to our Sidhe-relatives and see what may emerge. During
the part where I am being guided by the other person it comes to me with some surprise that I
am going to an important place. After the initial anchoring and honoring life around me, I open
myself to the inner journey. Suddenly there is a shift within me. I fly over huge landscapes in the
North and sense the atmosphere of pine forests passing beneath me. It is somewhat surprising
as I mostly expected to facilitate the participant I am partnered with for the exercise, and not to
engage deeply myself. Now I open my inner life to the great, Nordic landscapes as I sense how I
am traveling far away to places where humans rarely appear—if at all.The atmosphere of great
sceneries and majestic forests becomes more massive and after a while I sense that I am losing
height, descending in order to land. Ahead of me I see a rocky headland at the outer edge of a
seemingly endless coniferous forest. I sense the atmosphere of the sea and I am naturally drawn
to the place. I feel deeply connected with it. Pine trees have always had a special meaning to
me, a sense of being at home, and meeting such trees at the sea strikes me and sets a note of
lyrical upliftment, opening up to the beauty and wonder of life, right there at the edge between
land and sea.Then I see him, sitting there on the outer rock. He is turned towards the sea, so I
see him from the back. His figure is full of calmness. He is clad in a form of cape or mantle,
looking like his dress and at the same time to be extended into the landscape as if he is clad in
nature, wrapped in the essence of rocks and pine trees. He has dark hair and it seems as if he
has some kind of headdress—or it may be his hair, I am not sure. However, one thing is certain,
he is singing, singing to the sea, to the sky, to the rocks and to the forest. Or no, he is not singing
to them, he is singing with them. The song is magnificent and diversified, almost as an entire
orchestra in itself—and yet very simple in a way I can’t explain. It is as if he is weaving or braiding
connections, both strengthening and renewing already existing ones and creating new ones,
vibrating them into the already existing web. In some way I sense that he is weaving an extract of
his human contact into the living threads of song-lines he is upholding and creating. I sense a
multicolored aura around him, very delicate like a scent, and in a marvelous way he is in the
forest, at the sea, in the air and down in the massive rocks as he is weaving and singing there on
the headland where land and water meet.While he is singing and the tunes emanate their rich
colors, I also pick up that time is so different to him than to my consciousness. He has a part of
him way back in days gone by, but for him they are not gone at all. At the same time, he reaches
out into the not yet manifested future, while he is deeply anchored in the living present. It is as if
he is singing the past, present and future together, and in the midst of it I suddenly see pictures



of a smaller village in his world. It is somewhat like an outpost to more populated areas in his
Sidherealm. The village is far out in the big forests and yet in a transition to more populated
areas. He is in a world bordering to mine and where he is now, he feels most at home, but from
time to time he is also in his village or hamlet where he is together with others. I sense that he is
in a greater transition himself and in contacting me he has revitalized an old connection and
renewed his commitment to reach out to humans—I being one of them. Old and new meet—a
different pathway has opened and after a long time he has said yes to this.Now he is sitting there
at the outer headland, singing, and his song carries new tunes. He is a WindSinger, weaving
new life through the treads of the song-lines, and I sense that the new facets are connected to
the fact that my human world in some way has been invited into the song as he has decided to
contact humanity again. I say again as way back in his time there was contact, and somewhere
in the tapestry I am part of that greater pattern being weaved with many others.Scarcely I
register that in a moment the window to his world will be closing, but also that my glimpse into it
is part of the opening I have dedicated myself to. Soon after I open my eyes and share some of it
with my partner, feeling a great warmth within me. The journey of the WindSinger is on the move
and this is a moment in the great, flowing timeline, sweeping forward towards The Forgotten
Land and its discovery.FjeldurSince the fragile beginning in 2012 I have had many encounters
with my Sidhe-friend. Supported by my friend and colleague, David Spangler, I started trusting
my impressions and gradually began to understand the nature of my contact. It took courage
and determination to stay on track. My background in Theosophy had made it easy for me to
embrace the existence of angels, devas and nature spirits, but to me the Sidhe was—in a way—
something completely new. I had not come across them, or if I had, I am sure I would interpret
them as belonging to the devic, angelic or nature spirit realm. Now I realized that this was not the
case at all. To use an unprecise analogy it is like seeing people at a distance, just calling them
people, while they are actually quite different in culture, language and habits when perceived at
a closer range, belonging to different continents, nations and religions, with a great variety of
folklore, different history and customs. So, humans are not just humans. Likewise, non-human
beings can be categorized in very broad terms while they are incredibly diverse.The discovery of
the existence of the Sidhe was a great relief to me. It felt like important pieces to a grand puzzle
fell into place. Starting to understand the nature of their being, I also realized how it could be
possible to label them as devic-angelic or as forms of nature spirits. This is what I had been
doing previously. Later in this book I will share much more about the nature of the Sidhe,
compared to other beings. For now, I just want to expand a little about the nature of my Sidhe
contact. In 2012 David Spangler conducted an online seminar about the Sidhe. It was his first of
this kind, and to me it was a completely new door opening, and yet an opportunity to discover
that I felt a deep recognition from the core of my being. Together with his colleague Jeremy Berg,
he also introduced The Sidhe Card Deck as a new tool to connect with the Sidhe and especially
the Sidhe nature in ourselves. The seminar was a revelation to me, and it ignited something of
immense significance within me. It started a chain reaction: Within me something was afoot, and



on the outer front I knew I would end up making workshops about the theme.
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anita joy delight, “There's a Touch of Magic in It . . .. Although I'm not a person given to mystical
experiences, I've always been blessed with a strong sense of inner knowing about things not
easily or often perceived with my human senses. And that's been my experience with the Sidhe
even after reading this book – I’ve experienced no heightened perception of the Sidhe, but in
reading the book I felt a spontaneous inner acceptance of their presence all around us and a
natural sense of kinship with them.The book has given me a basic and fascinating
understanding of who the Sidhe are and of our relationship with each other, and it's made me
aware that we have a shared responsibility for stewardship of the interconnected world in which
we both live.What I’ve loved most about it is that it’s revitalized in me a sense of my own inner
‘wildness’ awesomely described by the author in a passage to which I find myself returning
again and again and again:“You and I – we are the untamed breath, deliberately captured and
willingly embedded in an organic form of expression, called the body. You and I are the
inextinguishable life, constantly propelling forward in a never-ending YES to manifest, show up
and express. We are the inexhaustible expressions of the unnamable source behind all creation.
Precisely and exactly. This is what we are. We are outrageously wild!””

Benjamin van Haeff, “Ancient Fires of Remembering. This book is a rare gift. In reading its
pages something in me came alive, in the same way the earth comes alive to the call of spring-
my body started to hum within a song of ancient remembering!I have always felt a strong
connection to Celtic Heart of Ireland and this book opens creative pathways to explore and
deepen that connection. It is both practical and magical, without the glamour that is sometimes
associated with this realm of experience. It offers a grounded historical context to the
‘otherworld’, a dimension that can be found within many varied cultural contexts across the
globe.It also gives detailed and personal experiences from the author, as well as many others,
showing the diversity and different ways we can engage and restore this aspect of inner “gentle-
wild heart”. I particularly loved the exercises that gently invite partnership and creative renewal
with this sacred dimension of life.This book is a timely gift for all those who intuitively feel a
connection to an ancient language that still lives, breathes and sings though our lives. Let us
rekindle the fires of this kinship and remember our Elven Heart.”

The book by Søren Hauge has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 20 people have provided feedback.
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